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Lemon’s Lines – an intermittent production of divergent and often totally 

haphazard and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong 

Football Club, with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled by Peter 

Lemon                                                 2020 Edition 1       14/02/20 

================================================================ 

In this edition 

Training/The Annual Camp/Practice Matches  

Former OGFC premiership player and past president, 

the Environment Protection Authority’s Steve 

Lansdell, gets lots of print copy and airtime - for all the 

wrong reasons. 

Offsetting those emissions 

Photos  - at least someone took a few way back then - 

Vale Neil Kennison 

A long and winding road – especially at night: Oxfam 

Trailwalkers 

Club Legend reaches 90 (years, not games) 

Suggested reading/compulsory homework: Como Park Oval Feasibility Study – Draft Report   

From Under 19s to Under 23s 

Are you a blood donor? 

Can you help on Herring Island on Sunday 1 March? 

Past player, coach, runner Matt Collister leaves the OGFC, and the AFL, and joins the VAFA 

Lucy Gubbins comes onto the Committee 

Another Year History on the way (1971). But 

very slowly. 

Olde Mugs 

A new royal baby: Jumping Jack 

Other sports on Como 

Oggette Olivia Vesley plays AFLW 
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Training 

This resumed in late January, for the women at GGS Toorak Campus, for the men at Gosch’s 

paddock in sometimes-challenging weather conditions. At the start of February, the men 

moved to Como (Mondays and Wednesday evenings) and the girls will have done the same 

this week. It is the first time for many years that this has been allowed and it is great to get 

back to base. Following recent rains the ground is much greener than usual for this time of 

the year, rather than looking like something from the Sahara, but that said, the surface, thanks 

to digging dogs, is not entirely billiard-table-like. 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

From Sarah Kirkwood re Monday 4 Feb 
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“Pete, Women’s training last Monday - 24 new girls!” 

 

Billiard-table. No dogs a-digging around here 

============================================================== 

The Annual Camp 

This will take place on the weekend of 14-16 February (hopefully after these notes come out, 

but there is often a certain uncertainty as to when they are published). The location will be 

Barwon Heads again, and we thank Jenny and Norm Graham for being a major part of the 

arrangements, for the third year running. 

“We have over 100 confirmed for the camp with an estimated 25 U23 players coming….” 

Friday evening 

Players are welcome to meet/mingle at the Graham residence; however no ‘formal’ BBQ or 

dinner will be provided. Takeaway etc., suggested given trestles/chairs etc will be set up from 

around 6pm.  

Saturday 

Breakfast provided at Graham residence followed by the morning session of camp. 

Lunch provided at Barwon Heads Football Club oval followed by afternoon session of the 

camp. 

Committee/Parent/Supporter/Volunteer drinks to be held at Graham Residence from circa 

4/5pm  

Lib Graham will book Barwon Heads Hotel for dinner for 100 people @ 8pm. 

Sunday 

Bacon/Egg BBQ to be provided at Graham Residence 8.30/9am (exact time TBC) followed by 

Club clean-up/pack down. 

Depart Graham Residence 10am.  
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“There will be a much bigger emphasis on mixing between squads/teams this year, with some 

ideas between the leaders being thrown around to encourage this. Team beach events etc., 

etc.” 

Team Beach events indeed!! You might want to 

get onto the same side as new recruit, Nick 

Anstey. 

“Nick Anstey stands at over 200 centimetres tall 

and has represented Australia in beach 

volleyball, both at home and in various countries 

and tournaments overseas.” 

But be careful of what might have landed on the 

beaches of Barwon Heads a few days ago; see 

later report. 

==================================================================================================== 

Practice Matches 

These will take place over the weekends of 14, 21 and 28 March. (The first round of the season 

is on Saturday 4 April.)  At this stage, like the writer of these notes, details are still a little 

vague. Ground availability at this time of year is always a major problem and consideration. 

Proposals at the moment are: 

14 March:  Men’s Intra-club. Somewhere. Women’s v Old Melburnians. Somewhere. 

21 March:   Women’s vs Clayton Women’s FC.  Somewhere. Men’s Intra-club. Somewhere. 

28 March:   Five teams vs Geelong Amateurs at Queen’s Park, Highton. 

 

Stop Press:  10 Feb at Como 
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A bit more balance: we are pleased to report that we 

now have a second woman on the Committee, player 

from 2018, Lucy Gubbins. (Overseas 2019, playing again 

this year.) 

However, it still leaves us with only two women from a 

Committee of ten (indeed quality instead of quantity), so 

there is still quite some room for improvement, especially 

considering our girls teams constitute a third of our 

playing membership. 

 

 

Club Legend Garth Manton Reaches 90 

The Club has three officially designated Legends (see the club honour boards when they go 

back upstairs at Como in the second half of March after the Cricket Club finishes and vacates). 

Recently, Garth Manton 

celebrated his 90th birthday at 

home with a number of 

specially invited guests, and, 

it is strongly rumoured, at 

least one gate-crasher. 

Garth is featured in the photo 

left, with current OGFC 

President, Simon Bones. 

Garth started with the club in 

its foundation year in 1954.  It 

might be said that Garth’s 

contributions were the 

greater off the field than from 

his games on it. But off the 

field they have been 

prodigious. 

Included in these was his 

Presidency of the Club for a 

combined total of seven 

years, the greatest anyone has ever lasted in the role. From time to time as the coming season 

progresses, we shall ask the new incumbent of three months whether he holds similar 

aspirations.  
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I could write a number more pages on Garth, and put in a lot more photos, but it is late 

(10.37pm on Saturday night, as QATAR Airways A380 flight QR905 flies straight overhead 

bound for Doha, before having to turn around and return to Melbourne due to a minor 

mechanical problem. Fascinating viewing on the screen, for those with simple minds.) 

Above 1966: “open training” at Righetti Oval, a week before the Grand-Final. President Garth Manton 

furthest left.                     Photographer not known. 

One of my favourite photos of the OGFC ever; Garth congratulates grandson Eddie as the Under 19s 

leave the field victorious on 25 April, 2015. 
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Shut-up, Steve 

 

We’ve heard and seen a great deal in the form of lots of sound-bites on various radio stations 

and quotes in various papers over 

the past few weeks from the 

Environment Protection Authority’s 

Steve Lansdell. 

Former OGFC President, past 200- 

game player, longest serving Firsts 

Captain, double Premiership player, 

and - loud and enthusiastic - runner 

for the girl’s teams in 2017 and 2018, 

Steve has been heavily involved of 

late in the dissemination of 

information about the quality of the 

air we breathe.         

     Steve Lansdell Reserves Captain with Chris Rubick 2012 

A few snippets from last month: 
 
Victoria fires: Smoke blankets Melbourne from bushfires 

4 days ago - EPA state agency commander Stephen Lansdell said Melbourne was forecast to 
have "very poor" to "hazardous" air quality for much of Wednesday. "We're hoping the 
change in weather and the storm that's expected to come through Melbourne's western 
suburbs at 2pm should start to relieve conditions," he said. 
 
Storms sweep across Victoria bringing heavy rain, hail ... - ABC 

4 days ago - The EPA's state agency commander Steve Lansdell said the smoke would affect 
Victoria for months and areas near the fires would be worst affected. "That's obviously where 
some of the biggest risks and concerns are, with the extended smoke impact there and the 
intensity of it," he said. 
 

https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/hopes-melbourne-haze-will-lift-as-thunderstorms-roll-in-20200115-p53rk7.html?ref=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_source=rss_feed
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/hopes-melbourne-haze-will-lift-as-thunderstorms-roll-in-20200115-p53rk7.html?ref=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_source=rss_feed
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-15/melbourne-air-quality-could-return-to-hazardous-bushfire-smoke/11867796
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-15/melbourne-air-quality-could-return-to-hazardous-bushfire-smoke/11867796
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ABC Gippsland  January 15 at 11:27 AM · 

What's the smoke like you at your place today? The EPA's state agency commander Steve 
Lansdell says the smoke will affect Gippsland for months and areas near the fires would be 
worst affected. 

"That's obviously where some of the biggest risks and concerns are, with the extended smoke 
impact there and the intensity of it." 
 

And on Chanel 10 program The Project 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

We really hope we don’t have to hear too much more from you on the above subjects, Steve, 

but you will probably be allowed to run for the girls’ sides when in Melbourne during the 

coming season. 

Perhaps hypocritically (my locks are not exactly thickening) it brings us to publishing a photo 

taken at Como the day after the double premierships of 2005. That’s Will Paul, current 

Treasurer Jim Legoe, and Steve (BOG the previous day) on the right. 
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Community  (1)  Herring Island Working Bee 

Over the past three years we’ve conducted two Sunday morning working bees with the 

Friends of Herring Island, across the road from Como and a short boat trip across the river. 

Duration is about three hours from 10.30am and work has included mulching, weeding and 

watering of newly planted native vegetation.  

                   

2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      2019 

At the moment we are looking towards either Sunday March 1 or (less likely) Sunday 5 April 

and will be calling for expressions of interest/volunteers in the next week or so. We are 

looking for a group of at least a dozen prepared to meet up at 10.30am for a three-hour stint. 

Community (2)  We are always happy to promote charitable causes being supported by 

people connected with the Club, and this year we have two club members (in different teams) 

taking part in the annual 100-kilometre Oxfam Trailwalker over the weekend of 27-29 March. 

Starting in Endeavour Hills and finishing, eventually, in Heidelberg. Both blokes would be 

more than happy to receive support for their team’s fundraising efforts. Check out their links 

below: 
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Nick Morwood (Player, and third cousin, ten times removed, from OGS senior coach of 

1996, Tony Morwood. With ball below. There were, of course, a great many similar shots of 

Nick from which we had to choose.) 

https://trailwalker.oxfam.org.au/my/team/35317 

 

Jake Ward (Club Secretary) Marathon and long-distance 

runner aficionado. (Photo in Durban, South Africa prior to 

commencement of the annual Comrades ultra-marathon in 

2018. Approx. distance 90ks.) 

“Below is the link to our team page for the Oxfam trail walk.  

At this stage – our target is to do a ‘walk/run’ with a view 

to finishing in 12-13 hours.  This will be confirmed once we 

all meet each other.  The event is on March 27-29 – if we 

can get our preferred start time by meeting the fundraising 

target, we will look to start at 6:00 AM on Friday 27 March 

so we can run through the daylight as much as possible.” 

https://trailwalker.oxfam.org.au/my/team/35898 

 

Any contribution to either of these teams would be greatly appreciated.  

========================================================================================== 
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Vale Neil Kennison  - thank you for the photos from 1961 and 1962 

I got a nice email from a current player after the final edition of these notes for 2019 in 

December last year. He said that he was particularly impressed by the photos with which I 

ended the notes – taken by a gentleman by the name of Neil Kennison. At Como Park, in 1961. 

Some of which are reprinted below, perhaps not for the first time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am saddened to report that I recently learnt that Neil had actually passed away last year in 

August. I wonder if he would ever have thought that his photos from those years would have 

constituted 95% of all those held by the Club from the first 12 years of its existence. (There 

are only two others, repeat two.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was Neil’s wife Jill who contacted me from Queensland back in 2017, advising that she had 

found some old photos and that “would the OGFC be interested in having them?”  

After a couple of months’ hesitation – I jest – I emailed back saying “yes”. 
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The following is part of a small chain of emails 

starting a couple of years ago and which 

concluded recently. 
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1.  I received the following email from Jill on 4 May, 2017. 

Hi Peter, 

Thank you for the copy of your draft, loved the heading, A Slice of Lemon! You have a great 

sense of humour and I love that. 

We were pleased so many photos were still in good condition. Alexander Neuman is the 

dashing goal umpire in the white coat; sadly he died many years ago. 

It was very kind of you to mention Neil and I in the email. We are just delighted that we could 

provide a little of the past OGGS footy days. 

Those footy days were such fun as I am sure the games are today, standing on the side-line 

cheering, booing the opposition, the after-match drinks and then off to the local hall for 

dancing and a little more drinking. Neil was the Social Secretary for the club, and his main job 

was to see the kegs of beer were cold and ready to go. Very happy days, precious memories. 

Thank you once again,  Jill Kennison. 

2. I emailed Jill recently on Mon, Jan 27, 2020  

Dear Jill, 

I was very much saddened to read in my recently-arrived copy of Light Blue that Neil had 

passed away last August. My deepest condolences, and I will do an item in my next set of “A 

Slice of Lemon” (more commonly known these days as “Lemon’s Lines”) when next produced.  

The photos which he took, and which you so kindly passed on to me, from the early 1960s 

have proved to be invaluable; indeed, the only major part of a collection from the first decade 

or more which otherwise contains only two other pictures! 

 

Eltham Bbq, 1962 
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3. Jill emailed back 

Dear Peter, 

On behalf of the entire Kennison family please accept our sincere thanks for your kind and 

gentle words of Neil's passing. My darling husband received his last wish not to linger and to 

avoid the insidious decline of his dementia. 

We miss him dearly, but have happy memories that will stay with us forever. 

He enjoyed your Slice of Lemon, I would read all the footie news out to him, show him the 

pictures of the teams. It was a special time as I would encourage him to tell me of his time 

with the club. His doctor always told me to keep him talking to stimulate his brain. 

Neil would be delighted to know that the colour slides have been appreciated of times past. I 

have another eight for you.  

Eltham 1962 again. 

 

It looks as if Women’s football might 

have reached the OGFC a bit earlier than 

previously thought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further photos will be published in later editions of these notes. Thank you, Jill. 

========================================================================================== 

Suggested reading: City of Stonnington “Como Park Oval Feasibility Study” – Draft 

Report  - August 2019 

This was prepared for (though not by) the Council a few months ago and remains but a draft. 

Yes, it is 35 pages long which perhaps sounds a bit daunting. However, a lot of the pages are 

pictures (including I think two of mine) and I reckon people with half an hour to spare and 

interested in the welfare of the Club should make an effort to read it through. The document 

can be accessed via a link with the covering email. 

========================================================================================== 
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Other Sports on Como 

Lots of hoopla recently about the Superbowl event in the US. Interesting to note that 

American Football was played on Como Park on some Sundays for a number of years, going 

back quite some decades. (The half time entertainment was less impressive.)  

In addition to cricket, the ground has also been used for Soccer, Baseball, Lacrosse, Archery, 

and Athletics. Indeed, in the early days of its tenure at Como from 1960, the Club had to come 

to various fixturing arrangements with the first three of such sports.  

The following photo from a hot-air balloon in 1983, if you zoom in sufficiently, shows 

something of the hotchpotch of line-markings, in the days when the council still used to do 

the ground markings. (These days we have to do our own.) 

 

Notes:  

(a) you might have to zoom in even further: old pavilion before the first of the 

renovations/improvements upstairs; 

(b) no pathway/steps up to upper carpark 

(c) the blob on the oval is the shadow of the balloon, not my head. 

(d) thankfully no archery was being conducted on the ground that day: who knows what an 

errant arrow could have done? 

 

=================================================================================================== 
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Offsetting Those Emissions 

The never-ever-ending saga of the installation of new training 

lights at Como actually did come to an end late last season when 

their installation was completed, and the lights came on. The 

Club will now be using those lights on Monday, Tuesday and 

Thursday evenings, and there will also be a number of Saturdays 

when twilight games can be played, assisted by the greatly 

improved illumination now available. 

(And given the number of Men’s Firsts games last year which 

started at the regulation time of 2.30pm and which saw (or 

could barely see) the last quarter played in near darkness, there 

is scope for illumination there as well.) 

 

We have been advised that the new 

lights will actually draw less power than 

the old/antique ones, but in the spirit of 

the times, the Club will be contributing 

an amount to Greenfleet over and above 

our normal electricity bill from the 

Council, to assist in offsetting the carbon 

emissions. We are working on the 

expertise of the Council, former 

electrician Simon Kemp, and the recently retired player Jimmy Cave of Specialist Lighting 

Solutions to try to establish the actual amount of the offsets required. 

========================================================================================== 

Colly Wobbles and Moves On 

It’s probably a bit like Steve Hocking leaving Geelong for the AFL but we need to report that 

an Old Geelong stalwart from the past ten or so years Matt Collister has left the OGFC to take 

up the exalted postion of Football Operations Manager for the Victorian Amateur Football 

Association.  Coll played many games for the Club, mainly in the Firsts, co-coached the Under 

19s in 2015 (no empty seats that year – see later), was Firsts’ coach’s runner frequently in 

2018 and 2019, and assisted greatly with disseminating many of the club emails such as the 

Monday results and the Friday team selections. 

However, lest anyone think it was his career with the OGS which catapulted him into his new 

job, we should probably mention that his real work during that period was with the AFL, and 

that that probably helped. We wish him all the best in his new and important role. 
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  2018 

 

Furthest left, at the Herring Island 

Working Bee, 2017 

 

 

 

 

2015 
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1971 History – on the way? 

Another person who went on 

from - indeed during - a career 

with the OGFC to do much with 

the VAFA was Noel Rundle who 

played in the 1956 and 1957 

Premierships, and coached the 

Club in 1958, 1971 and 1972. 

That’s Noel in action on a heavy 

track at Como in 1971. (Noel 

served as VAFA Treasurer for 40 

years; Matt Collister, you have a 

lot to live up to.) 

The writer has completed Year 

Notes/Histories for the Club in 

relation to seasons each of 1954 to 1970 which appear somewhere on the Club’s website, and 

is currently working on 1971.  

Given that it has been taking about 18 months to do a year, renowned mathematicians (such 

as Michael Hutley) will probably point out that the chances of ever reaching the present-day, 

or indeed the current century, are not looking good. 

==================================================================================================== 

Old Mugs                           (given the heading, I insert a photo of myself)   

It is amazing the detritus which can be found in out-of-the-way storage 

places at Como. There is a proposal afoot to construct a secure trophies 

cabinet for the upstairs rooms this season -  featuring frames constructed 

of steel-girders and set in a bed of pre-stressed concrete, and with bullet-

proof glass.  

Whilst this would house only major trophies such as premiership cups - 

some of them after repairs -  a number of personal trophies have also been discovered and 

excavated by Cathie Kemp from the Precambrian and Late-Jurassic levels of one of the 

storerooms under the stairs.  

A number are mugs which we’ve had carbon-dated and hark back to the early 1980s when 

then President Michael Fraser started the Pivot Club and these will delivered somewhere for 

recycling. (As most look as if they have been run over by a truck.)  

And if anyone could contact the following owners it would be appreciated because we want 

their mugs collected/removed from the premises: 
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-  2016 Best & Fairest (and it seems Most Forgetful)  2016 Club 18    Josh Archer 

 

-  2003: Most Consistent Reserves  

Matthew Strauch. (That is not the 

trophy.) 

Matt played in the 2005 Reserves 

Premiership side (the only OGFC 

team to ever go through a year 

undefeated), and then married one 

of our lovely trainers of the time, 

Annie Dobson, a few years later, and 

I must say I have not heard much of 

him since. 

 

2016  Life Member 

- 100 games   Andy 

Power (stainless 

steel flask) 

                               

(The sign on 

junior’s bib reads 

“100 - GO DADDY”) 
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2019  Life member  - 100 games  Angus Perry   (stainless steel mug) 

First attempt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is hard to believe that due to a mathematical stuff-up and over-exuberance (both on his 

part) Gus was actually chaired off the ground on two separate occasions a couple of weeks 

apart last year for playing his 100th. 

The real thing  11/5/2019 

 

 

There were also two player medalions found: both inscribed as Premiers - VAFA Division 1 

(but with no years stated). The writer generously offered to take them from the Club, but 

intelligible response has been drowned out ever since by the sound of loud and continuing 

laughter. 

==================================================================================================== 
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Jumping Jack 

We congratulate Jen and immediate past 

president Jim Wright on the arrival of baby Jack 

on Christmas morning.  

Apparently played havoc with the Christmas 

Lunch. 

As Jim is a died-in-the-wool, rusted-on Demons’ 

supporter in the AFL, we can only assume that it’s 

an OGFC beanie which Jack is wearing. 

Update and clarification: 

“Jack’s beanie was knitted for him by his 

grandmother who had to revert to the old navy 

and white because she couldn’t find the correct 

wool for The College green and Grammar blue… 

His jumper, however, is in production and will be 

ready for Round 1.” 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Under 19s give way to an Under 23 side 

 

One of the most telling photos which I took last season was this shot of the Under 19s’ bench 

at Como on 20 July. During a match. Whilst the Club has had a number of very good Under 19 

sides over the years, it has far more often been unable to field a team or has struggled onto 

the grass with no more than 15 or 16 players, a situation which is hardly tenable – for the 

players themselves, the coaches, administrators, those who support the Club financially, and 

even those who struggle to get out of bed early to get down to the ground to then take photos 

such as this. (Helpful hint: if you are watching grass grow, or paint dry, you do not need a fast 

shutter speed.) 

By the end of last January, coach Ben Thomson, who does such a power of work on the 

attempted recuiting from the Geelong schools advised that he simply did not have enough 

players to field a side in 2020. Most of his players were now “over age” and whilst up to eight 
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such blokes can play for the Unders on a permit system in a particular match, 30 could not. 

(More for you, Michael Hutley.) 

(I am not at all sure what the over-age 

provision entails, but I do note that, as yet, 

nobody has approached me to sign up. – Ed.) 

The Club, advised by Ben (centre left), has 

accordingly decided not to enter or attempt 

to enter a side in an Under 19 competition 

this year but instead to go for the recently 

established Under 23 competition by way of 

a trial for 2020.  

Ben (who will coach the side) believes that 

this will allow a significant number of players 

who would otherwise be lost to us to 

continue to play for the club, or to come to 

the Club in the first place. Initial reaction has been very favourable. 

Again: “We have over 100 confirmed for the camp with an estimated 25 Under 23 players 

coming….” 

=================================================================================================== 

Are you a blood donor? 

The Club has been asked to take part in a blood donating competition being conducted by a 

number of sporting clubs. I responded as follows: 

Without wishing to put a dampener on it, the VAFA for a number of years ran a so-called Blood 

Bank Challenge – before giving up. I think the OGFC managed about two litres over three 

seasons.  Which saw us ranked in the middle of the field. 

Which I guess is no reason why you shouldn’t have another try. However, it might be worth 

checking first  if we already have any donors. 

 

Massive congrats to Olivia Vesely who debuted for St. Kilda 

last Sunday against the Doggies! She is the first Ogette to play 

in the AFLW! History made. 

And probably only the second player in the entire history of 

the Club to go straight from OGS to play VFL (as it was then 

named)/now AFL. 

====================================================================================================  
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Sartorial Elegance 

Last Sunday found a number of people connected with the OGFC at the Flemington Races. 

The dress sense of all but one was exemplary, and that one was the writer who was refused 

admission for not wearing a tie. (Was able to borrow one eventually.) Also sighted were a 

couple of former/current VAFA heavies (Bourke/Sholly/Goodman), and I am indebted to 

former VAFA Presdent Richard Evans for the following photo from times-gone-by. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Photo not, repeat not, taken by Peter Lemon 

“Flemington Racecourse. Melbourne Cup day 1884. In this era the Flemington Course was 

completely different. Everything concerned with the racing was located past the current-day 

position of the winning post.. Pictured in the forefront is the information building which 

advised race times; fields; scratchings, riders etc. Behind that can be seen the trainers’ stand 

and a public stand. Right of picture is the parade ring and beyond that the tie up stalls. The 

Maribyrnong River and Scotchmans Hill in the distance. This layout remained in place until 

the early 1920’s when the VRC spent over a quarter of a million Pounds remodelling the 

course.” 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Getting towards the end (if you think reading these notes is a mission, then just try 

bloody well writing them.) 

A couple of miscallaneous matters 

Page 7 made reference to an aircraft leaving Melbourne which had to return to Melbourne 

last Saturday evening. Image to follow shows its flight path over the next two hours as it did 

laps of the bay, burning off fuel and jettisoning some. In the case of the latter, and with the 
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Camp coming up, we hope none of it drifted south-west to settle onto the beaches or 

backyards of Barwon Heads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     ------------------- 

To sleep, per chance to dream. Moment of Shame. Rupert Kemp, Herring Island Working 

Bee 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

========================================================================= 
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For any input into the following, or just generally, please email lemmododo@gmail.com 

-  interest in Herring Island Working Bee  

-  blood donor project 

Depending on input and inspiration, the next edition of these notes will be produced in about 

a fortnight’s time. 

 

And finally, 

Some years ago, somebody asked me if I ever did anything but take photos of the OGFC. I 

actually worked in the adventure travel industry for many, many years, concentrating on 

Nepal, a number of countries in Africa (but not all of them, the Mogadishu Explorer was never 

a big seller) and to some extent Antarctica. I sometimes end these notes with a photo which 

has nothing to do with the OGFC, just to illustrate the point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part of the Losar New Year celebrations in Kathmandu, February 18, 2018: the throwing of 

barley flour into the air is for good fortune.  Unless you are an asthmatic. 

Stevie Lansdell, where the ruddy hell are you? 

 


